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Demr Mr. Nolte:

What follows is my interpretation of some of the important political events
in Thailand during the past year or so. Parts of this are adapted from a year-
end review article I wrote for Asan Sve, to appear in their February issue,
but I have gone into greater detail in some places, and toward the end I have
speculated a bit as to what it all means. Putting it all together this way
has been an exciting and intellectually rewarding exercise--especially when
certain patterns so clearly emerge. I hope you will enjoy it as well.

ey Race

150 Soi 20 Sukhumvit Road
Bangkok ii, Thailand
December 31, 1974

THE CONSTITUTION: NEW RULES FOR THE GAME

Adopting a new constitution was the most important event of 1974, and the
one which occupied national attention for almost the entire year. Problems in
passage revealed many of the tensions in Thai society. The major question now is
how far the revolution of October 1973 will go; included in this of course is the
related question of how long the new constitution itself will last. As of this
moment the military is fully committed to playing the electoral game (even Thanom’s
unauthorized visit did not upset this), and a free campaign is vigorously under
way for the National Assembly elections scheduled for January 26, 1975.

As I wrote a year ago, the drafting process began in the closing days of
1973 with the appointment by the 299-member interim National Legislative Assem-
bly of a Constitution Drafting Committee. The draft was presented to the cabinet
in February 1974 and after minor changes slowly made its way through the three
assembly readings. It was final.y approved at a tense session on October 5. On
October 7 the king promulgated the constitution with reservations, urging that it

be amended in part.

The new constitution provides for a bicameral National Assembly, consisting
of a lower hous of from 240 to 300 members elected by popular ballot, and a 100-
member upper ho@’se appointed by the king. Neither senators nor representatives
may be permament government officials, though they may be political appointees,
and they must declare their assets and liabilities to the president of the Nation-
al Assembly. The prime minister is chosen by the king from the House of Represen-
tatives, as must be half the cabinet. Ministers similarly may not be permanent
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POLITICAL COMMENTARY: Above, a Bangkok World cartoonist makes a mordant observation
about differences in rural and urban attitudes toward government counterinsurgency
policy. The incident" burning of a village in Nong Khai province, first reported
by government officers to have been another rebel atrocity, later revealed to have
been done by government troops themselves. On the left, "all those in favor of in-
vestigating who burned the village"; on the right, "all those not in favor of inves-
tigating who burned the village." Below, from the Bangkok Post. Although giving
out mackerel seems to have worked last time, one candidate is reportedly taking no
chances in 1975. He is distributing left shoes to villages and telling recipients
they will get the right shoes if the village gives a majority to him.

During the last general elections a clever candidate Won by distributingpla4hu to the fish-starved constituents

of , Sa Ket, in the N’. Will the ruse work again this time?
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government officials and must make a declaration of assets and liabilities.

The cabinet must vacate if it fails on a vote of confidence in the elected
House of Representatives alone, though it remains in office until a new cabinet
is appointed. Another important feature of the new document is the appointment
of an independent Auditor General, responsible to the National Assembly, with
authority to inspect the books of all government agencies, state enterprises,
and local government bodies.

Major controversy erupted over age qualifications for voting and candidacy
and over the provision for royal appointment of senators. University students
kept up a steady drumfire of opposition all during the year to the provision for
voting at age 20 and candidacy for representative at age 25; advocated were ages
of 18 and 23 respectively. Demonstrations broke out in mid-September as it be-
came clear that the assembly was preparing to accept the higher limits at the
third reading. In response Prime Minister Sanya Thammasak stated his belief
that the age limits were too high and the hope that the constitution would fail
the vote, at which point the government would propose a new draft. Assembly
members reacted with "disbelief, consternation, shock and fury," according to
press reports, since the present draft had slowly worked its way through more
than nine months of intricate study and painful compromise. There was also fear
that further delay and disorder would provide occasion for a military coup. In
the interim vocational students demonstrated in force to declare that the assem-
bly should not be "pressured" by a minority, i.e., the university students,
whose agitation had obvious motives. The constitution carried, but the incident
emphasized one important axis of tension within the student movement and was one
of many occasions during the year on which Sanya was criticized for erratic and
indecisive leadership.

The king himself was a party to the second major controversy, over the
appointment of the Senate. Despite the limited power of the upper house it
does not take part in the no-confidence vote as did the appointed upper house in
the 1968 constitution the king neverthelmss felt this represented an excessive
involvement of the monarc.hy in politics, and many observers, student and non-student
alike, agreed. A government-proposed constitutional amendment to abolish the
Senate failed passage on December 19, but an alternative is now pending which would
have the prime minister cosign the appointment, rather than the president of the
Privy Council, a royal appointee.

What are the implications of the new document? It plainly reflects the
currents flowing with increasing vigor through contemporary Thai political life,
by terminating most of the institutional devices by which the military and the
bureaucracy have maintained their stranglehold over Thai politics for past decades:
financial secrecy, inclusion of appointed members in the no-confidence vote, con-
current tenure as assemblyman and permanent official or military officer. If
accepted the new constitution will work a major change in the distribution of
power and in all the specific issues where that power has been used. Some examples
of what may be in store were provided by the experience of the past year: large-
scale retirements of military officers without extensions at the end of the fiscal
year on September 30; planned ending of ice and slaughter monopolies and a start
on legislation to forbid price-fixing conspiracies and restraint of trade; release
of some political prisoners; cancellation of plans to proceed with a no-bid second
airport; and a major shift in priorities from the industrial to the agricultural
sector.
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POLITICAL PARTIES: FRAGMENTATION ON THE RIGHT, CONSOLIDATION ON THE LEFT

That the right is taking the new constitution seriously is clear from the
effort (and the stupendous sums of money) which they are putting into organizing
for the current elections. They are playing a comparatively clean game, with
almost no allegations of military interference or plans for vote-rigging, and
relatively few political murders. The lesson has apparently been learned from
the experience of other countries that once the public attains a certain level
of sophistication, it will no longer tolerate the kind of ham-handed rule which
Thailand has enjoyed recently; yet, even with civilian power brokers, the mili-
tary can still lead an extremely lucrative and rewarding life. The conservatives
belve they will win in any event, and if the elections should come out wrong,
the military will still have another chance to set things "right."

The diagram above may help to understand the lineup for 1975 by tracing
party origins back to the 1969 election. It is presented in loosely left-to-
right order and includes only the major parties. All told there are 42 parties
fielding 2,193 candidates for the 269 assembly seats. The principal feature is
plainly fragmentation on the right, consolidation on the left, and the appearance
of newly mobilized groups in the middle.

The fragmentation is particularly clear in the case of the former government
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party, the UTPP, and seems to have two causes. First there is no government
party in this election, and no Prapat riding herd to ensure the unity of the right.
Second, the new constitution provides that all candidates must be members of a
registered political party, which has eliminated the incentive which existed in
1969 for popular candidates to invest in running as independents, and then, upon
winning, to negotiate a hgh return on their investments by selling themselves to
the UTPP.

As a result there has been a proliferation of rightist parties: Social Jus-
tice, headed by Thawitt Klinpratum, former MP from Rmtburi and self-made million-
aire (shipping ammunition to upcountry US bases); Social Agrarian, headed by
Suwet Piumpongsarn, former MP from Rayong and former Finance Minister; Social
Nationalist, headed by Prasit Kanchanawat, wealthy Chinese businessman, banker
and former Commerce Minister; and Thai Nation, headed by Major General (Ret.)
Pramarn Adireksarn, president of the Association of Thai Industries and the Thai
Textile Association, and formerly Minister of Industry. His party is popularly
known as the "general’s party," since other important members are Major General
(Ret.) Siri Siriyothin, assembly speaker during 1969-1971, Major General Chatchai
Choonhavan, now Deputy Foreign Affairs Minister, and Lieutenant General Paitoon
Inkatanuwat, first commander of Thai volunteers in Laos. Thai Nation is the
wealthiest of the rightist parties; it is providing a minimum of $2,500 for cam-



paign expenses to each candidate and has been accused of "buying" attractive can-
didates from other parties by offering princely (and unaccountable) sums for
campaign expenses.

The venerable Democrat Party has suffered a similar fragmentation. M.R.
Kukrit, apparently moved by his experience as assembly speaker during 1974, has
declared his aim of becoming the next prime minister; in collaboration with
Boonchu Rojanasathien of the Bangkok Bank and other "forward looking" members of
the governing elite, he has formed the Social Action Party which offers a modestly
progressive domestic program and a foreign policy of continued alliance with the
U.S. Other old-time members of the Democrat Party suffered a falling out among
themselves over policy and/or (as some suggest) who would get to run. Three
factions resulted" M.R. Seni Pramoj, who got to keep the name; Khunying Lekha
Abhaiwong and Yai Sawitachat, with the People’s Sovereignty Party; and Chumpol
Maneenat with the Democracy Party.

Newly mobilized groups are principally represented by the New Force Party,
headed by Dr. Krasae Chanawong, winner of the Magsaysay Award for his dedicated
efforts in rural health work, and the Thai Party, organized by Pongpen Sakultapai,
lecturer at Chula, and Sombat Thamrongthanyawong, former president of the National
Student Center of Thailand. A number of other students and lecturers have joined
Colonel Somkid Srisangkom’s Socialist Party; among these are Boonsanong Boonyo-
thayan, well-known Thammasat lecturer, and most of the thirteen constitutional
activists whose arrest ultimately brought on the overthrow of the military dic-
tatorship in 1973. The Socialist Party is an amalgam of the Socialist Party and
the Social Democrat Party of 1969. The other major socialist group is the Social-
ist United Front, led by Klaw Norpati, successor to veteran Thep Chotinuchit who
died in April.

It is equally interesting to look at who is not running. Thanom, Prapat and
Narong are clearly out since their assets were con’fiscated in July (though not
before Prapat succeeded in withdrawing $860,000 from the Bangkok Bank via a Tai-
wanese merchant sent on the mission with a power of attorney). General Kris
Sivara, Army Commander-in-Chief, granted absolute powers as "peacekeeper," has
shied away from all overt involvement, though he has many personal, business and
professional relationships with members of the UTPP successor parties. He has
vowed to stop any coup attempts and apparently intends to stay clear of politics
through his retirement from military service on September 30, 1975. Retired
Generals Sanga Kittikachorn and Prasert Ruchirawong have publicly stated theoy feel
the new government will not last more than a year; they apparently have hopes
their services will be called upon thereafter. Air Marshal Dawee, now also retired,
similarly states he is foregoing all political involvement at the present time.
Dr. Puey Ungphakorn, often spoken of earlier in 1974 as a potential prime minis-
ter, is completely out of the running for his refusal to affiliate with a politi-
cal party and seek a position as assemblyman.

UNPRECEDENTED MOBILIZATION: STUDENTS, WORKERS, FARMERS, MONKS

After its moments of glory in the last half of 1973, the student movement
has pursued the fissiparous tendencies which were already apparent during the
October uprising. The growing disunity of the student movement actually
students should be expected to have as many disagreements as their elders is
apparent in the multiplication of activist groups: in addition to the NSCT, there
e now the People for Democracy Group, headed by former NSCT Secretary General
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Thirayuth Boonmee; the Federation of Independent Students of Thailand of Saeksan
Prasertkul; and the National Vocational Student Center. There have been bitter
conflicts between FIST and the NSCT ov=_r the approach to take to farmer’s demon-
strations and, as noted above, between vocational and university students over
the proposed age limits for voting and candidacy.

The splits which have understandably occurred should not be permitted to Ob-
scure the more significant fact, which is the unprecedented high level of student
involvement in almost all aspects of Thai public life. Indeed, the splits have
occurred primarily on the question of how best to pursue this involvement, which
is apparent in three spheres. First, in the wake of the reforms growing out of
October 1973, students hve been invited to participate in a variety of institu-
tional mechanisms of the state bureaucracy: landlord/tenant committees, anti-
hoarding parties, poll-watching teams, and the propagation of democracy campaign.
Second, many students have taken a leading role in the workings of the political
parties themselves. Third, students have reached out to mobilize less involved
but potentially powerful segments of the population in the labor and agricultural
sectors.

Workers have been prompt to take advantage of this proffered assistance and
of the new climate of openness. Several major strikes took place during 1974,
unprecedented in size, amount of violence, and extent of demands. In particular
a strike in July against one of the tourist hotels succeeded, after considerable
violence, in removing several foreign hotel executives. Labor pressure also suc-
ceeded in forcing up the minimum wage twice during the year. As 1974 comes to a
close steps are also being taken to amend NEC Decree 103 to permit the establish-
ment of trade unions.

Farmers too enjoyed the new environment to press demands: their demonstrations
forced measures to remedy the consequences of decades of scandalous neglect of
agriculture and, possibly, to set the government on the road to genuine constructive
long-range policies as well. March saw the first-ever farmer’s demonstration in
Bangkok, over the low rice price. This settled, the farmers returned in greater
strength in July to protest increasing alienation of farmlands. An interim settle-
ment broke down, and the farmers returned again in November for a 17-day demon-
stration ultimately 20,00.0 strong. The final agreement, in which the Deputy
Secretary General of the NSCT and the Thammasat Student Union President partici-
pated, pledged the government to distribute available land to landless farmers
and to assist farmers in redeeming mortgaged land, among many other points. In
recognition of the changing times the government during the year also passed a
seed cert.ification law, a land rental law, and a land reform law which, with cer-
tain exceptions, limits holdings to 20 acres.

The year also saw the mobilization of a number of (for Thailand) unlikely
groups: the kingdom had its first women’s rights demonstration and what is also
probably its first demonstration of police sergeants demanding greater promotion
opportunities vis-&-vis university graduates. A number of high-ranking dissidents
within the police and military also published an expos titled Cpm_ Thirak ("Commun-
ist Darling") attacking government counterinsurgency policy.

The biggest storm of the year, however, came over the participation of a group
of monks in the November farmer’s demonstration. As I have suggested earlier, the
Buddhist Church is one of the principal props to elite rule, and hence we can under-
stand General Kris’ reported remark that the monks’ action in leading a rally was
"the end of everything there is nothing more serious than this." The
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Ecclesiastical Council promptly condemned the monks, and when one of them refused
to leave after being expelled from the temple he was residing in, the abbot kicked
him in the head. Considering the special significance of heads and feet in Thai-
land, one can see how far this country has come in a year. The incident reveals
deeper generational and doctrinal conflicts within the Sangha, and more will no
doubt be hemrd of monks in politics in the coming year.

FOREIGN RELATIONS: LOOSENING THE LEASH

Thai leaders pursued a policy of gradually decoupling from the American
Embassy’s love affair with the deposed dictators, for example by applying restrict-
ions to U.S. base use and by pressuring the PX. There as a sense of inevitable
drift of events, with declining U.S. economic aid and continued withdrawals of
American military personnel. The year got off to a bad start with the revelation
that an American intelligence officer attached to the CIA Sakon Nakhon station
had sent a bogus letter to the prime minister in the name of the communist party.
The incoming American ambassador, William Kintner, apologized for the incident,
but the new freedom felt by Thai leders was exemplified by the action of General
Vitoon Ysawas, a former commander of Thai volunteers in Laos, who, in an unprece-
dented move, revealed publicly the name of Bangkok’s CIA station chief. Early in
the year Kintner made several statements which were much resented in Thai circles,
but as the year wore on he gained generally high marks for his initiative, open
mind, and apparently sincere support for Thailand’s current experiment with demo-
cracy.

This loosening of relations with the U.S is in line with an evolving policy
formally enunciated in June to shift diplomatic emphasis from the West to region-
al countries. Accordingly Thai leaders continued to seek coser relations with
China, with Foreign Minister Charoonphand Issarangkun Na Ayuthaya stating as
early as the end of 1973 that Thailand intends to pursue a one-China policy and
that recognition of Peking is just a matter of time. Numerous high-level Thai
missions travelled to Peking, and there was a noticeable cooling of relations
with Taiwan. Pressure was placed on the KMT schools in the North, and the Tai-
wanese intelligence station in the North was also reportedly closed out.

Despite several attempts at offering the hand of friendship, Thai leaders
were able to make no headway in relations with the DRV. According to press re-
ports, a DRV Foreign Ministry spokesman stated on October 19 that the Thai "have
allowed the United States to maintain military forces and military bases in Thai-
land to oppose the people of Vietnam, Indochina and other countries of this re-
gion With such a hostile policy towards Vietnam and Indochina, it is
unrealistic for the Thai administration to talk about improving relations between
the two countries.

RURAL REVOLT: POT STILL BOILING

If poor relations with the DRV had no costs attached, the matter of DRV
insistence on removal of U.S. troops from Thai soil might be left as it stands.
Unfortunately for Thailand’s elites, the year provided new evidence that this
is anything but an academic matter. A U.S. intelligence study revealed that
North Vietnam has organized a complex and highly articulated eommo-logistic sys-
tem to support the rural revolt in Thailand. This so-called "35/95 system" is
manned by some 2,000 North Vietnamese and Pathet Lao troops and stretches from
North Vietnam, through communist-controlled areas of Laos and Cambodia, into all
the Thai provinces adjoining the latter two countries.
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Relying on this system as well as on the frequently catalogued list of
issues strictly internal to Thailand, the rebellion continued to grow in 1974.
Intelligence sources estimate there are now some 8,000 insurgents under arms,
versus 5,000 a year ago and some 3,500 the year before that. Dramatic increases
in insurgent strength have come in the North and the Northeast, while smiler
increases have been registered in the Central Plain and the southern provinces.

Government officials are troubled by the increasing violence and sophistica-
tion of insurgent attacks. In the Northeast almost all insurgents are armed with
the latest generation of AK-47 or M-16 rifle-s, while some units have mortars and
Vietnam-style B-40 rockets. Almost everywhere attacking forces are growing in
size, and assaults which formerly lasted only minutes are now going on for hours
and sometimes longer. "Liberated areas" are increasing in size, not decreasing,
indicating that battlefield success is nowhere in sight.

Many Thai leaders, especially those in the military, have concluded that
foreseeable moves toward detente with North Vietnam and China will not provide a
reduction in external support for the insurgency. There is considerable appre-
hension that North Vietnamese leaders, notorious for their long memories, want to
punish Thailand for her collaboration with the U.S. in Vietnam, and there may be
nothing Thailand has to soften this resolve. What almost certainly lies ahead,
in the words of one long-experienced observer, is "a prolonged and trying test
of endurance."

The grounds for this apprehension seem confirmed by communist reaction to
the October 1973 uprising. Recent propaganda statements assert that the new
civilian regime is not essentially different from the deposed military dictator-
ship. The recent statement marking the 32nd anniversary of the Communist Party
of Thailand similarly emphasized the party’s determination to follow the violent
road to state power.

Strategists in the government’s communist suppression command have finally
concluded that doing more of the same will not prevent the situation from deterior-
ating. Their new plan, "Volunteer Self Development and Protection, or Aw Paw Paw
in Thai, calls for a massive five-year expansion of the local militia and a major
shift in government attention to the problems of the rural villages. Like the
People’s Self Defense Force in Vietnam, it is based on the concept that the revo-
lutionaries are bound to fail if they can be forced to fight the villagers them-
selves, rather than the regular army. Under the new program villagers will for
the first time be directly supplied with U.S. Military Assistance Program weapons.
If the plan is successful, the army and police will be out of counterinsurgency,
except for backup roles.

The non-military side involves an expansion of village government and a mul-
tiplication of resources flowing directly to villages. Enabling legislation was
actually put on the books in 1967, but the previous military government obviously
had little interest in pushing local home rule. The hope now is that the assistance
to be provided will motivate villagers to cooperate with Bangkok, and the new pro-
gram, by providing a chance for universal involvement at the local level, will
answer strivings for participation which until now could be met only by joining
the rebels.

Will it work? The people in Bangkok plainly have much to protect, both in
power and wealth, and the question is whether they will have the sense to share
enough to allow them to keep the rest. Thus, we may rephrase the question to ask
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whether this time real resources of money, of educational opportunity, and
of top-level attention--will shift to the countryside, or whether this will
be just another paper reorganization, faltering on the lethargy and selfishness
of the bureaucracy and the chronic inability of jealously independent govern-
ment departments to cooperate with one another. Past experience is not encour-
aging, but things may be different after January 26.

CONCLUSION: SOME LESSONS FROM THAI HISTORY

Thailand’s difficulty in achieving both democracy in the city and peace in
the countryside goes back to the kingdom’s historical structure as a centralized
bureaucracy, with the bureaucratic apparatus used as an instrument of popular
control on behalf of the king. This heritage of bureaucratic control extending
into every sphere of Thai life has made it hard to assimilate the democratic
concept of independent spheres of power-- harder at least than in countries with
a European feudal structure, like England’s, where the king ruled through a nobility,
not a bureaucracy, and the concept of representation of interests even against the
king was enshrined in common law and tradition.

The military and the bureaucracy have found it no easier to tolerate indepen-
dent powers within the state since 1932, when they seized power on their own behalf.
The number of false starts since 1932 is evidence of this, as it has always been
easier for the Bangkok elites to coalesce against the king’s subjects than to com-
pete with each other for their allegiance. The process is a continuous one, however,
and the same resentment which educated civil servants and officers felt against
the absolute monarchy in 1932 broke out against them in turn in 1973. In each case
growing education and technical competence brought on the confidence to challenge
the holders of power. The circle is still expanding.

In the short run, the conservative groups which have dominated Thai politics
for decades will no doubt have formed the new government by the time this reaches
print, and we cannot even exclude the possibility of a return to direct military
rule at some later date. What is certain, though, is that in the post-October 1973
environment, extraconstitutional rule will henceforth be much more difficult to
enforce. As an instrument of effective policy its days are over, as seems clear
from the fact that the kingdom’s first experience with prolonged military rule
lasted 17 years (1951 to 1968) and was brought to an end by pressures from within
the ruling groups, while the most recent attempt lasted only two years (1971 to
1973) and was ended by a popular uprising.

The long run implications are thus plain enough. Thai society has evolved
to such a level of complexity, wealth, .literacy and sophistication that no one
group, and certainly not the U.S.o.r any other foreign nation, has a monopoly of
power.

Received in New York on January 17, 1975


